Product specifications
Audioguide GroupyCompany

At a glance:
Multilingualism within a guided group
Dual-speaking function for two guides in parallel
Extremely small, light and robust
User-friendly, intuitive user interface
Integrated GPS system
Transport bag, charging station and transmission system in one
Windows GroupySync is used for processing, synchronising and managing your 		
content:
a) Text-to-speech: Text is converted into an MP3 file
b) 18 languages, different accents (e.g. British English, American English)
c) Male or female voice output
Custom branding is possible
Theft protection on request as accessory
Versatile applications for an even better experience

For which applications is GroupyCompany suited?
Audioguide GroupyCompany is a useful addition for anyone who intends to spice up their
guided tours even more. This feature makes it possible to play audio during the tour. A
function your international guests will find particularly useful when touring your premises.
Use the dual function to transfer ready-made content to the device and play it back in any
number of languages. Playback occurs with individual numbering and selection or for all
visitors at the same time via the tour guide’s controller tag.

How do I use GroupyCompany?
The GroupyCompany system consists of a tag for the guide and a controller tag for the
guide. Different headphones can be connected to them. With the Windows software
GrouySync, included in delivery, you can use the charging station CS25 or CS56 to
conveniently copy and edit content.
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Technical specifications
GroupyCompany tag
Working frequency 			

2390 - 2507 MHz

Radiated power 			

<20 mW on average

Weight					90g
Size

				

95 x 60 x 13 mm

Internal battery			

LiPo 3.7V, 2000mAh, approx. 13 hours streaming

Storage space 				

Approx. 2 GB of content (corresponds to approx. 4000 minutes)

Supported audio format 		

MP3, CBR 128 kbps, 44100Hz sample rate, approx. 500 KB/minute

Operating temperature 		

-20 °C to +55 °C

Charging system CS25/CS56
Supply voltage				

220 - 240V AC, 50/60 Hz

Charging rate with simultaneous
charging for all 56 slots 		

1.2A

Dimensions (LxWxD)			

51 x 42 x 20 cm

Operating temperature 		

0 °C to +40 °C

Warning:
• The device may only be opened by the manufacturer. Improper use can result in the Li-Po battery exploding!
• Old and/or defective devices must be disposed of separately from domestic waste!
• The internal batteries may only be charged using suitable charging systems (CS25/CS56) (limited SELV source, 5 V/700 mA per device).
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• The devices may only be used in dry environments and must be protected against humidity!
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